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Abstract
This paper examines the policy implications of National Health Care
expenditure in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECO) countries through an empirical econometric analysis. The analysis is based on the determinants of the ratio of per capita
aggregatehealth care expenditure to gross domestic product (GDP) measured in Purchasing Power Parities (PPP), and includes a comparison
between 14 relatively lower income countries (group I) and higher income
countries (group 2), which include the 28 DECO members in 1996. Most
interestingly, the regressionresults suggesta negative relationship between
the ratio of health care expenditure to per capita GOP and the ratio of public provision to total health care expenditures.I also find that reducing government expenditures may not guaranteea decline in the proportion of per
capita income devoted to health care expenditure among DECO member
countries. Theoretical model specification is discussedin Section II. The
econometric model specification with procedures and regression results
appear in Section III. Section IV includes the final econometric model
selection analysis. In addition, a comment on the recent attempt in Canada
to privatize over-night inpatient care is discussedin Section V.
Note to the Student Reader
Students of Economics, especially in undergraduateschool, who have
already taken an econometrics course should necessarilybe interestedin the
ways many of the regression tests learned are practically applied in analytical work. When it comes down to the actual estimation and testing procedures using statistical software, we often get confused with unexpectedtest
results. Sometimes we do not even know how to approach these seemingly
basic tasks from the beginning. Before 1 wrote this paper, I optimistically
hoped to find complete software command setsthat would be conducive for
conducting simple regressionanalysis and diagnostic testswith any standard
statistical software package. In the course of my search, 1 had indeed come
across many econometricians who frequently provide the entire command
set lL-.edin various published works on their web sites.Theseare indeed beneficial for trained economists and studentsalike, but they typically involve a
~--
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very sophisticatedlevel of econometric theory and application. The purpose
for publishing this paper,by contrast, is to assiststudentswith the fundamentals of a basic undergraduatecourse in econometrics. The paper involves
cross sectional analysis, which may be relatively easier to start with than
most time series analysis. Shazarnstatistical software is used, and the main
data set and corresponding command files are included in the Appendices so
that the reader may easily reproduce the reported figures. The complete
dataset used in the analysis and complete commands will be available
through the journal (SEJ) website. Explanations are also provided for each
step in the tests employed. Estimation using alternative functional forms,
such as log-linear and linear-log, is beyond the scope of this paper. Model
stability, specification, and heteroskedasticitytests are conducted for each of
the models considered.
I. INTRODUCTION

This paper examinesthe policy implications of National Health Care
expenditure in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD) countries. The 28 OECD countries are divided
into 2 groups,! and national health care expendituresare comparedfor the
year 1996} PPP is used for all monetary units. It is important that international comparisonsbe based on PPPsrather than Exchange Rate conversions, underlining the importance of prices as well as quantities in the
relationships, as explained below. This paper finds a higher income elasticity of health care expenditureswith PPP conversion (Parkin (1987»,3
and that per capita health care expenditure is income elastic for the 1st
group while found to be inelastic for the 2nd group (higher income
groUp).4
One of reasonspreferring PPPbasedmeasuresof relative incomes is
that the relative prices of non-tradablegoods can be expectedto increase
systematically with real per capita GDP. Gerdthan ( 1991) showsthat conI. Group I consists of Turkey, Mexico, Poland, Hungary, Czech Republic, Greece, Portugal,
Spain, New Zealand, Ireland, Finland, Sweden. U.K and France. Group 2 contains 14 relatively higher income countries; Italy, Germany, Netherlands, Austria, Belgium, Australia, Canada,
Iceland, Japan. Denmark, Switzerland, Norway, USA, Luxembourg. Note that KOREA is the
only country that has been omitted among OECD 29 members due to data availability for the
Relative Health Care Price term.
2. The year 1996 is chosen only due to data availability for the all variables considered.
3. I find higher income elasticity with PPP conversion than one with exchange rate conversion
(1.39 > 1.2 for all 28 countries. 1.46 > 1.23 for the relatively lower income countries, 0.76 >
0.64 for the relatively higher income countries, from regression of health care expenditure per
capita on GDP per capita, which is consistent with the findings ot' Gerdthan ( 1992), although
Parkin (1987) finds a lower income elasticity using 1980 data (Table 4 in his paper).
4. Parkin suggesls that an increase in real per capita GDP tends to be accompanied by an
increase in the overall price level, but not in the relative price of health care. In table 2 of his
paper, the five richest countries have a high over price level (0.95-1.08) but a low relative
price of health care (0.54-0.58).
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version with exchange rates causeshealth care expenditures to be overstated in the less developed countries and underestimated in the more
developedcountries. The reasonis that the prices are lower on averagein
less developed countries.
The analysis focuses on influences on the proportion of national
income spent on health care rather than variation in total expenditure. It
is clear that national income is the most substantial factor influencing
health care expenditure acrosscountries. Thus if one were to regressthe
health care expenditure on GDP and in conjunction with other suitable
explanatory variables, one would expect differences in GDP to dominate
t,h~w9<iel (Gerdtharn (2000)1Gerdtharn(1992». This analysis, however,
usesthe ratio of health care expenditureto GDP as the dependentvariable
to gain an understanding of the factors that affect efficiency levels of
spending rather than the influences on overall expenditure itself.
The regression results suggesta negative relationship between the
ratio of health care expenditure to per capita GDP and the ratio of public
provision to total health care expenditures.I also find that reducing government expendituresmay not guaranteea decline in the proportion of per
capita income devoted to health care expenditure arnong OECD member
countries.
II. THE MODEL

The dependent variable is the ratio of per capita total health care
expenditure (EXT) to per capita GDP (denoted by EOG,
EOG=EXT/GDP). Both GDP and health care expenditure are measured
in terms of PPP. There are a number of important factors to consider in
explaining differences in per capita health care expenditures; some of
these influences can be categorizedas follows:
1. DIRECT FACTORS

J-J Income (denoteday "GDP" representingGDP per head): Per capita
GDP corrected for PPP is used for income. Even though health expenditures are scaledby GDP, relative income is still hypothesizedto be a significant factor in explaining cross-countryexpenditure ratios.
1-2 Relative Price (denoted ay "PHP"): The price of health care is an
important element in explaining "EOG". However, it is also true that one
must consume a basic level of health care regardlessof its price. This
paper derives the relative health care price in terms of PPPfor final health
care expenditure on GDP in national currencies per US dollar
(OECD= I )5. The econometric analysis that is to follow finds thathealth
care is inelastic with respectto the relative price. (PHP).
5. DECO. .PurchasingPower Paritiesand RealExpenditures.,table 2. 1999.The calculation
is basedon 1996prices.
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2. DEMAND.

2.1. Supplier Induced Demand (denoted as "DOC'J: The demand for
health care is irregular and unpredictablefor an individual household,and
often the types and quantities of servicesrequired are influenced by factors external to the household'sspecific needs.First, a large proportion of
aggregatedemand for health care stems from the desire for a healthy
nation sincethere exist many externalities in health care consumption (for
example, the eradication of contagious diseases). Thus health care is
often sold as a "complete package" of servicesthat extend beyond what
is valued directly by any specific consumer.Furthermore, the number of
physicians may determine the availability of health care, and shorter distancesto travel and reducedwaiting time for patients where these numbers are large may often lead to over-consumptionof their services.WIth
these characteristics of health care services in mind, supplier-induced
demand would likely exist if we assumethat the patient gives decisionmaking power to the physician due to asymmetric information. ThIs paper
uses"practicing physicians density per 1,000 populations" as a measure
of relative supply.
3.lNSllTUTIONAL

FACTORS.

3-1 Public Provision (denotedas "EXR'J: The percentageshareof government expenditures in total health care expenditure is used as a measure of"public provision" in health care.In general,an increasein the government's shareof total costs of a program or service could be expected
to raise consumption, and thereby increasingthe total population expenditure. In the health care market, however, this relationship is not immediately obvious. According to table 2 in the appendix, the 1994 average
government share in health care expenditures for Canada and the USA
was 72.13 and 43.83 percent,while the per capita health care expenditures
for Canadaand the USA were $2,141 and $3,855 respectively. In these
figures, the higher EXR value correspondswith lower per capita expenditures.
3-2 Fee-For-Service (denoted as "DFO'J: Under a fee-for-service system the provider is paid based on each service provided. This often
encourageshealth care providers to induce demand in order to increase
income or to achieve their target income. Therefore fee-for-service systems are often attributed with higher per capita consumption.On the other
hand patients have dynamic expectations. If patients can observe such
demand inducementover time, this doctor may develop a bad reputation
and as a consequencelose both patients and income. So with dynamic
learning there are some incentives for doctors to restrain from offering
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superfluouscare even under the fee-for-servicesystem.Typically, however, this factor is expected to have a positive influence on health care
~xpenditure. In this paper a dwnmy variable is used,where "I" indicates
Fee-For-Servicedomination in outpatient care in the nation, and zero otherwise.
3-3 Global Budget System(denotedas "DGH'j: A Global Budget reimbursement system exists when a predetermined budget is allocated to
providers during the course of a year. For some countries, Fee-ForService and a Global Budgeting System can be combined, as in Australia
and Canada.For instance,the Canadianprovince Alberta, like most of the
other provinces, has a pooled amount of booget (Global Budget) for the
year while the remuneration method is basedon Fee-For-Service.Due to
the financial constraint a fixed budget poseson health-careproviders, this
variable is expected to have a negative influence on the availability of
services,and henceon the dependentvariable, "EOO". A separatedummy
variable is included, assigning "I" to countries where Global Budgeting
finance system is used predominantly for hospital care reimbursement,
and zero for other countries.
4. SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS

4-/ Age structure (denotedas "P65 'j: Older people likely conswne more
health care than younger people. Therefore the percentageof people over
65 years of age in the total population is usedto measurethe distributional effect in health care conswnption.
4-2 Female employment (denotedas "LFP"): From a narrow socio-economic perspective,if mom stays home with her children, these children
would likely receive better care (or simply more acute supervision) than
if she were to work. Only females age of 15 to 64 are included in the
measurementof the female participation ratio. This measurementcan be
interpretedas the substiMion effect of formal care for informal care.
4-3 Population density (denoted as "PUR "): "PUR" is the share of the
population living in towns with over 500,000 people, as a percentagein
1992.6Urbanization is likely to increaseper capita health care expenditures, and therefore affecting the 'EOG' ratio, due to the increasedaccessibility of servicesin populatedareas. In terms of per capita conswnption,
the reduced traveling costs and time may lead to higher usage in urban
areas. However, depending on the type of health care system that is in
place, lower population densities may also translate into higher overhead
costs and more resources allocated to empty hospital beds, leading to
higher per capita expenditures(particularly under a GlobalBudgetingsystem) and a counteractingnegative effect on the hypothesizedrelationship.
6. I oblui~
data from World Bank Indicator (WBI. 1994) and year 1992 I:IS most updated
data available in the WBI.
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4-4 Tobacco consumption {denoted as "TOP'}: Smoking is known to
have many adversehealth effects, raising the minimwn required level of
health care usage. Estimated per capita conswnption of cigarettes per
adult 15 years of age and over between 1990-92 is therefore included as
an independent variable. Using data from domestic tobacco producerS,
relative quantities of per capita tobacco consumption are calculated as:
Total domestic croduction

- eXDOrt + imDOrt

Totalpopulationof 15 yearsandover
4-5 Alcohol consumption (denoted as "ACL 'j: Alcohol consumption in
liters per capita at age 15 and over is also included in the analysis. If alcohol negatively affects health. it will have a positive impact on health care
expenditure.
4-6 Education (denoted as' "EDN'j: Student enrollment (tertiary enrollment ratio) is used to measurethe potential effects of national educational attainment on total health care expenditures.This variable is lagged 4
periods since it takes approximately 4 years for an individual to complete
the averageuniversity degree.Highly educatedpeople generally exhibit a
lower than average rate of 'time-preference" since they have dedicated
considerably more of their youth towards future earnings(not to exclude
other, non-pecuniary benefits). In other words, individuals with a relatively low discount rate on time place relatively more value on the future.
Since such individuals are likely to be more forward looking, they are
hypothesized to take better care of their bodies and health. for example,
by taking fewer risks and eating healthier food. Fuchs (1982) found an
especially strong positive relationship betweeneducation and health.
III. MODEL SPECIFICATION AND TESTS FOR FUNCTIONAL FORM

At the outset, two possible specifications for the model are considered, a linear and a log-linear model, both of which will be testedto determine which one provides the best approximation of the hypothesizedrelationships. Once the "correct" functional form is established.the model is
modified further to correct for any irregularities in the data. For the
moment we restrict our attention to the test procedures in searchof the
best fit model and suppressestimation resultsand interpretation until the
next section. The two models initially estimatedcan be expressedas the
following:

Modell) LinearModel
EOGi = / (GDPi, PHPi, OOCi, EXRi, DFOi, DGHi, P65i, LFPi
PURi, TOPi, ACLi, EDNi)
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Model 2) Log-LogModer
LEOGi = f ( LGDPi ,LPHPi,LOOCi. LEXRi. DFOi. DGHi. LP65i,
LLFPi, LPURi, LTOPi,LACLi ,LEONi), i= 1,2,...,28
1. TEST FOR FUNCTIONAL FORM.

1-1. Mackinnon (1983) Tes~
The linear Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) model is tested (null
hypothesis: Modell is the correct specification) against the Log-Log
model (the alternative: Model 2 is correct) for correct functional form.
The null hypothesis(the linear model is correct) is rejectedsince the t-statistic exceedsthe critical normal distribution value (-2.76 < -1.96) at the
95% confidence interval. The second test is started with the Log-Log
model (The null: Model 2) and Linear model (the alternative: Modell).
The null hypothesis is not rejected since the t-statistic lies within the critical value (-0.92 > -1.96) at 95% CI (confidence interval). Therefore LogLog model (Model 2) is preferred.
1.2.Likelihood Ratio(LR) Testwith Box-Cox (1964) Transfomation:
The Box-Cox transfonnation ~rocedure.
Yi=(YiA-I)/A
whereY is"EOG"and i= 1,...,28.
.;,cji= (xji A-I)/ A whereX is the independent
variable,j=I,...,IO9.
Variable,Y i' .;,cji-becomeslinearifA=O andlogarithmicifA=I.
Testing the null hypothesis, HO (Restricted Model is correct) againstthe
alternative, H I (the Box-Cox transfonned unrestrictedModel is comet),
the following results are obtained:
(1) HO: log-logmodel, : HI: Box-Cox
LRIO= 2x(III.74-III.69)= 0.0992 < r(df=I): 3.84at a=O.O5.
(2) HO: linearmodel, : HI: Box-Cox
LR= 2x(III.74-104.53)= 14.42 > X;2(df=I): 3.84at a=O.O5.
7. Log-log model indicates taking logarithm for both the dependent variable and independent
variables. A letter "L" is added at front for each variable.
8. Test Procedure. The null hypothesis (HO): Modell (Linear), The altemative(HI): Model 2
(Log-Log) (I) Obtain predicted value from regression of Modell :YHAT. (2) Create a variable: LYHAT=Log ofYHAT. (3) Obtain predicted value from regression ofModeI2:YHATL
(4) Create a variable: Difference=LYHAT-YHATL
(5) Add the 'Difference' variable to the
independent variables of Model I. (6) Test whether the variable "Difference" is significant by
obtaining the T-statistic: since -2.76 < -1.96 at 95% Confidence Interval (CI), the null hypothesis that Model I is the correct model is rejected. The same procedure is conducted under the
hypothesis HO: Model 2 is correct. Here we obtain predicted value from regression of Model
2: YHATL. create a variable: LYHAT= eYHATL. and taking the predicted value from regression ofModell:YHAT
we create a variable: Difference=LYHAT - YHAT. Proceding
in the
same way, we find that Model 2 is not rejected. Therefore the Log-Log Model is preferred.
10. LR= [2x(LLFUN - LLFRE)], where LLFUN (LLFRE): Log of Likelihood Function from
Unrestricted (Restricted) model.
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From theseresults the log-log model should be preferred
2. MULTICOLLINEARITY TEST BY AUXILIARY REGRESSIONTEST

For a quick detection of multicolinearity in the data, one may adopt
Klien's rule of thumb, which suggeststhat multicollinearity may pose a
problem in obtaining reliable estimateswhere the R2 obtained from an
auxiliary regression (denoted as R2j), is greater than the model R2
(Gujarati (1995».

R2j (j is the independent variable used as the dependentvariable) is obtained from
re~ing

a varialbe from the VAR list on all other independent variables.

The overall R2 from Model 2 is 0.94, while the R2j from the auxiliary
regressionsare all less than this value. The appropriateconclusion is that
while multicollinearity may present,~ regressorsare not themselveslinear functions of other regressors.
3. HETEROSKEDASTICITY TEST

The BP (Breusch and Pagan(1979))11LagrangeMultiplier (LM) test
is computedand hasa X2distribution. The BP test is conductedfor all variables (the dependentvariable and independentvariables) one variable at
a time. No strong evidence is found for heteroskedasticity.Becausethe
White Heteroskedasticity Covariance Matrix converges to OLS covariance matrix where the data are homoskedastic, the White covariance
matrix will be used.The BP test results are as follows:

Table 2. Heteroske~ticity
YHAT LOOP LP;p-[5~LEXR
DFO
DGH LP65
0,0.

0.00

0.08

0.62 0.03 0.01

test results
LPUR
LACL

- LLFP

0.42

0.72

LEON

S2 Q;61 6.S9

0.00

Note: YHAT indicatesthe predictedvalue from OLS of Model 2.

LTOP

r

(df=l)= 3.84 at

a=O.05.
4. NORMALITY TEST

The ill LM test [Jarqueand Bem (1987)] is used to test the hypothesis
that the residualsare normally distributed. The null is not rejected since
the statistic is 2.55, which is lessthan 5.99 (X2(df=2) at a.=O.O5).
-

-

II. Test procedure: HO: V(et)=s2 (Homoskedasticity), HI:V(et)does not equal s2
(Heteroskedasticity) I. Obtain ei2 from OLS regression of Model 2. 2. Create a variable "G"=
erlSA2 .where SA2is Variance of the estimate ( sum of ei2/N). ? Regress "G" on the variable(s)
that you suspect for heteroskedasticity. 3. Obtain "Explained sum of squared from Regression
(SSR)". 4. BP-statistic = SSR/2. 4. BP - asymptotically- 2 (df= a number of variables suspect
ed in the step.
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JB L M Test ~rocedure
Ho: Residualsareoonnally distributed(S={)aIMiK=3)
HI: Residualsarenot nonnaIlydistributed
JB=N[(S2/6)+ «K-3f/24)]
S(Skewness)=~
ofdte J!!Imomentaboutmean = [f.(X=")l}l
Cubeof the secondmomentaboutmean [E(X-~f]3
K (Kurtosis)= Fourthmomentaboutmean = f,(X:Wi
Squareof the secondmoment [E(X-~fr
The 3111
moments of the nont1aldistribution around the mean value (E(XJ.l)3)is zero, and the 4th moments of the nont1al distribution around the
mean value (f.(X-J.i)4) is 3 ~ 4 . Therefore the JB test is a simple test of
nont1ality to find out whether the computed values of Skewness and
Kurtosis depart from the norms of 0 and 3. Under the null hypothesis of
nonnality, JB is distributed as a X2 statistic with 2 df.
Using the GoodnessofF it (GF) test [Gujarati (1995), p142]12we do
not reject the null (GF= 13.1985),which is sameas the null in the JB test,
at a.=1% (X2(df=M-K-1 =20-13-2=5)= 15.09) but it rejects the null at the
5% significance level (X2(df=5)=11.07). This presentsa dilemma ofarriving at a conclusion for model stability. The ill and GF testsare really only
valid with a large sample size. Since the analysis consists of only 28
observations, this mayor may not be a large enough sample.
Nevertheless,this paper takes the view that in general the model does not
suffer from any vast departuresfrom normality. There are two reasonsfor
this conclusion. First. it may require stronger evidence to reject the normality hypothesis due to a relatively small number of observations.
Secondly we do not reject the null hypothesisof normality at I % significance level. If the test results rejectedthe null urKIer 1%, the model could
be expectedto suffer from major model instability problems.
4. REGRESSION
SPECIFICAnON
ERROR
TEST
4. J RESETtest
Ramsey's RESET Likelihood Ratio test [Ramsey (1969)] is conducted
to test for omitted variable bias. The second,third and fourth powers of
the predicted values of the dependentvariable from the system of equations are added sequentially, and then tested separately.The test result
shows that the null hypothesis(Model 2 specification) is not rejectedfrom
the three RESET tests.
12. for Mode12. Shazam prodoces GF test ~ult ~t~ree
offRedorn (Df)"""i"j;;t-iS S
(M(the number of groups(20) set by Shazam)-K(the number of parameters (13) to be estimated
including a constant)-2(Mean and the variancc». But accordingto Gujamti (1995) OF should

be 6 (M(20)-K(13)-I(variance» becausethe meanof the residualsis urn under the null.
'l11ereforeone shouldnot count on DF for the mean,which yields a higher P-value.This paper
adoptsShazam'soutpIt for I caution since it yields ~ lower P-valuethan the odler ~.
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RESET Test ~rocedure
HO: Model 2 (Restricted) is correctly specified
H II: Add YHATi2 (RESET(2» in Model 2 as an explanatory variable.
H12: Add YHATi2 and YHRAT3 (RESET(3» in Model 2 as explanatory
variables.
H 13:Add YHATi2 , YHATi3 , YHATi4 (RESET(4» in Model 2 as explanatory variables.
(I) Obtain R2old and the estimated dependent variable, that is, YHATi,
from OlS.
(2-1) For (RESET(2» test: Obtain R2new-2 from OlS after adding YHATi2
on the null.
(2-2) For (RESET(3» test: Obtain R2new-3from OlS after adding YRATi2
and YHATi3 on the null.
(2-3) For (RESET(3» test: Obtain R2new-4 from OlS after adding
YHATj2 , YHATi3 and YHATi4 (3) Obtain
F =-!R~2new)/number

of new ~ssor(s)

(I-R2new)/(N-number of parametersin the new model)
for each of the three tests.
In each case, the computed F-statistic is below the critical value, and
therefore the null hypothesis cannot be rejected (see table 3).

Table 3. RESET model s~ecification test results

5. ENOOGENEITY SPECIFICATION ERROR TESTl3

It is suspectedthat the explanatory variable, LGDP, may be endogeneous variable since the GDP appears ten11in the denominator of the
dependentvariable. If this is the case,then the independentvariable may
be correlated with the error ten11,which violates the orthogonality condition that is necessary for OLS regression analysis. The Instrumental
Estimation technique is therefore adopted.The criteria used for choosing
an instrument variable for LGDP is that changesthe variable should be
highly correlated with changes in the production of an economy. This
would be true of the capital and labour stocks. Thus LGfOl4 is usedas a
proxy for capital formation, and LLTE/LLTP/LEMP a proxy for the
13. The detailed test procedures are described in "Shazam Input commends file'
~
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labour stock. which are then considered as potential instrument variables
(IV).151n total there will be three sets of potential IV variables being considered for LGDP: LGFO and LLTE, LGFO and LLTP, and LGFO and
LEMP.
These sets of instruments are then introduced into the original
model; assuming that the chosen variables are suitable proxies for LGDP,
then the LGDP variable will itself become insignificant in the absence of
endogeneity. For ~h of the three cases five tests can be conducted. two
Wald tests16and three Hausman (1976) tests I 7.
Each test is conducted under the null hypothesis HO: Xs are not contemporaneously correlated (plirn(P"Iv-f3"OLs)=O),
and the corresponding alternative hypothesis HI: Xs are contemporaneously correlated
(plim(P"iv - P"OLS):t:O).
5-1. Wald Test I
(I) Obtain ~ from regressing LGDP on all other explanatory variables
including any singJeset of the IV variables.
(2) Run OLS regressionof the original Model 2 after OOding~.
(3) Test whether the coefficient on ~ is zero.
For each of the three setsof instrumental variables,the resulting WALD statistics are: Awl = 0.035, Aw2= 0.085, Aw3= 0.012 < i =3.84 (df=l) at
a=O.05. Since each statitstic falls below the critical value, we cannot reject
the hypothesis that the errors are correlated.
5-2. Wald Test 2
The test procedure is same as in 5-1 except for step (2), where we insteOO
replace LGDP with its predicted value from step (I). The resulting WALD
statistics are: Awl = 1.532, Aw2= 1.017, Aw3= 1.877 < X2=3.84 (df=l) at
a=O.05.
5-3. Hausman Test I
(I) H= (f3"OLS ~"IV)'(V"IV

-

- V"OLs>-1 (f3"OLS -f3"IV)

where IY'OLS ' V" OLS are the estimated coefficients and Variarw:efrom
the OLS regressionof Model 2. ~ IV,. V"IV are the estimated coefficients,
and Variance from 2SLS 18estimation.
14. LGFO (log of the relative Gross Fixed Capital Fom1ation at OECE~I), LlTE (log of the
pen:entage of employment rate in population), LLTP (log of pm:entage of employment rate
(Male + Female) in population (15-64 years age), and LEMP (log of percentage of the unemployment rate)
IS. The data is based on 1996. The instrument variables are one period lagged ( 1995) and
expected to have positive impact on GDP. The main issue is that the instrument variables.
which are "t-l" time with error term et-I, are likely correlaiN with GDPt but not with error
term et since et-1 are known at time t.
16. Wald test is asymptotically c:quivalent to t-test result sq~
in this case.
17. HausmanTestis not by constructiona test of whetherexplanatoryis endogeneous,
rather
a test of whether regressof\s) are contemporaneously correlated with the error term. Through
an investigation of contemporaneous correlation one may infer the endogeneity in the explanatory variables.
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r distribution for the three cases.
Test results: HI = 0.0373, H2= 0.0901, H3= 0.1300 < r =3.84 (df=l)
a.~.05.
.

(2) H-statistic is computed with

at

5-4. Hausman Test 2
The test proceduresare same as in 5-3 except we account for the fact that
the difference in the variances may be just due to aA2IV :t aA20LS (V~
:tV"OLS). Thus H statistics are computed as follows:
HA = (PAOLS-I3~v)'(V~V-«JA2IV/

<JA20LS>
V"OLSrl (f3"OLS-I3"iV)

Test results: HI = 0.0439, H2= 0.1433, H3= 0.0536 < X2=3.84 (df=l) at
a.~.05.
5-5. Hausman Test 3
The test proceduresare sameas in 5-2-4 except in conducting the Hausman
test we are only concerned with the coefficient and variance of LGDP. This
leads all other estimated variancesto be zero. Thus H A becomesa calculation of all in one number.This meansthat J3"OLS,J3"IV,V".V, and V"OLS
are not in vector form anymore.
Test results:: HI = 0.0374, H2= 0.0906, H3= 0.1311 < X2=3.84 (df=l) at
a.~.05.

All endogeneitytest results(from 5-1 to 5-5, eachconsideringdifferent
possible combinations of the IV set) show insignificance, which suggests
that the null of ' 'no contemporaneouscorrelation with error tenn" is not to
be rejected. Thus it can be concluded that there is no strong evidence for
the endogeneityof the LGOP instrument in Model 2.
IV. AN EcONOMETRIC MODEL SELE~110N

J. The unrestricted Model (Model 2: Log-Log Model)19
Having chosen the most appropriate functional fonn, and having
concluded that there is no strong evidencefor the endogeneityof the variable LGDP, it is appropriate to proceed by estimating the following
model:
LEOGi = f ( LGOPi ,LPHPi,LDOCi, LEXRi, OFOi, DGHi,
LP65i,LLFPi, LPURi,LTOPi,LACLi ,LEONi ).wherei= 1,2,.,28
18. 2SLS indicates "Two-stage least square": (i) Regress each of the variables in the Xmatrix
(explanatory variable in Model 2) on Z (instrument variables) to obtain a matrix of lined values X". (ii) Regress Y(the dependent variable) on X" to obtain the estimated coefficient vector
(IY'IY). for details see Judge (1982).
19. Log-log model indicates taking logarithm for both the dependent variable and independent
variables.
20. Robust t-ratio computes standard errur with White (1980) Heteroskedasticity consistency
covariance matrix.
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for Model 2

~-

Where*: ata(Alpha~.05, R2= 0.9419,R2A = 0.8954,s(Sigma~.09235, LLF=III.694
A=Beta
2. Rere.\"tricted Models

It is true that reducing the number of variables included in the model
may be inappropriate even if, I) t-ratio is not statistically significant 2) a
model is prefen'edto the other in terms of the various statistical tests.The
main reason is that the model finally chosen may still not be the "true"
model, since the true model is unknown. If this is the case,the standard
error may be wrong, so that all the other usual properties of regression
analysis are also misleading. However the paper attempts to overcome
this problem by concentrating on how the magnitudes of the parameters
are changing under varying restrictions. The robust t-ratiifO is used.
Restricted Modell (denoted as RMI)
LEOGiRM1=j(LGDPi,LPHPi,LDOCi,LEXRi,DG Hi,LP65i,LLFPi).
i=I,2,.,28.
(l) Imposea set of restrictionson coefficientsthat were insignificantin
Model 2 (DFO=LPUR=LACL=LTOP=LEDN=O),
which yields RMI
(which is testedagainstthe unrestrictedModel,denotedas Model 221)
(2) Estimatetherestrictedmodelfor the2 groupsof countries,whichyields
RM I (I) for group I andRM I (2) for group222.
The testresultsaret (df=20}=2.086for RMI, t (df=6}=2.447for RMI(I)
and RM 1(2), P-valuefor RM I is all lessthan0.00at a =0.05
According to the table below, one can find evidence for: (a) OOH and
LLFP are only insignificant in model RMI (I). (b) LOOP and LP65 are
only insignificant variables in model RMl (2). New restrictions can now

be im sedon thevariablesthatareinsi .ficantin RM I I andRM 1 2 .
21. The model selection test and specification test results will be shown in Section 3-3.
22. There is no direct link or a preferable model specification between RMI and RMI(I),
RMI(2). The purpose of dividing RM I into two groups is only to see the statistical difference
between two groups.
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For the moment we are concernedwith selecting the appropriate model
for eachgroup of countries. A more detail interpretation for the test results
and some of following policy implications will be followed in Scction 4
after model specification diagnostic tests for all restricted models considered above}3
Restricted Model 2 (denoted as RM2 (l)) for "Group 1". relatively
lower income countries.
LEOGiRM2=f(LGDPi .LPHPi.LDOCi. LEXRi. LP65i). i= 1.2
,14
(I) Imposea set of restrictions(DGH=LLFP=O).which yields Restricted
model2 for group I (denotedasRM2(I» from RMI(I).
Restricted Model] (denoted as RM] (2)) for "Group 2", relatively
higher income countries.
LEOGiRM3=f(LPHPi,
LDOCi, LEXRi, DGlli" LLFPi). i= 15,16,
28
(1) Imposea setof restrictions(LGDP=LP65=O),
which yields Restricted
model3 for group2(RM 3(2) from RM 1 (2).
Tatje 6. Test results 'or RM2(1) and RM2(2)
-

var
IGDP
lPHP
tDOC
~
IP65

C

(1 )
AARM2.C£"

t-p;:e):18

0.15 0D6
2.72
-0D3
0,03. -3.89
026
O.oe
3.38
-027
OJ.O -259
032
0.08
3.76
-;i~9_~_~

0D3
0.01.
0.01.
0,03
0.01.
000 i

RM3 (2)

Var
lPHP
IIX)C
~
OOH
lI.FP
C

A"~..-

-01)4 0,01

032
-050
-0J.5
0.28
-=-!E .

~'i
c:~
1.5.74 om

0D6
5.'17 ~~
0.Q5 -10.89 000
000
01)) -5;13
5.61 000
0.Q5
0 .36 -~~-~I?~

Where t (df=8)=2.306 at a =0.05.

3. Diagnostic testsinvolving the restricted models
All routine diagnostic testsare also conductedfor the restrictedmodels. I believe that it is important to conduct these tests before attempting
any com~~n
or reducing the n~mber of variables ~_the model.
23. Them-odelspecificationdiagno;;!iCtests. as tor the Mlldel2. are conducted for all restricted models. This may be necessary because we are testing models against each other. Yet if the
restricted models themselves "ere misspecified in the first place, the model selection test will
not be valid.

5
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1) Model sel~on test: F-test24
Ho: RMI (Restrictedmodel)is preferred.
DFO=LPUR=LACL=LTOP=LEDN=O,
five restrictions.
HI: Model 2 (Unrestrictedmodel)is preferred.
RMI is preferredto Model 2 sinceF=O.4055< F(5,15)=2.90 at a=0.05.
ModelsRM2(I) for groupl andRM2(2) for group2,arepreferred.

F~le valuesarebasedon a=Q.05.SamplesizeofRMI aOOve
is adjustedfor HI
F =«SSER - SSEu)/M)/( SSEu/(N-K» - F (dfl=M=5, df2=N-K=15)
where SSER(. SSEU)Sum of squarederrors from the regressionof restricted (unrestricted) model. M: a number of restrictions. N-K: (the number of)
observations-parameters.
2) Model miss~ification
RESET test
Ho: No strong evidence for model misspecification
&l(REsET

(2»:

y2=0,

Ho3(RESET

(3»:

~y3=o,

Ho4(RESET

(3»:

y~y3=y4=o.

HI: The model is misspecified.
TaWe 8. RESEr

Mo.-I

t-

F

test result

I-tuble

for the restricted

Model

tcRt

models

V

ii'
'C

F-t_'

,

0.23
0'0.34
(t.OT
,
0.27

0.1'

24. LR tests are also conducted and the decisions are found to be the same. LR statistics are
oot reported here since the two tests are asymptotically equivalent in this case. The reason is
that two tests focus on unrestricted hypothesis that is nested with restricted model as a special
case. LR uses maximized log likelihood function but it may be more accurate to use F since F
provides more exact test statistics especially in small sample size as in this analysis. LR test
procedures with some results are included in appendix.
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Therefore the nested models, RM2(1) and RM2(2) are both statistically
acceptablesince we do not find strong evidence for functional misspecification in terms of RESET test
3) Structural stabili!'y -JB and GF tests.

JB test doesnot reject the null hypothesis(normality in error) at a =0.05 and
a=O.OI, and GF test does not reject the null at a =0.01 except RM2(1) but
it does reject the normality at a =0.05. As the same reasoning in Section 34, the conclusion is that three models do not show a strong evidence for
model instability.
4) Heteroskedasticitv dia8llos test for restricted models.

BPa [Breusch-Pagan(I 979)-Godfrey (1978)]25test
c~14.07(df=7) forRMI,c2=II.O7(df=5) forRM2 at a =0.05. Since BPG
test values for aU restricted models are less dtan the critical value, the null
hypothesis (homoskedasticity) is not rejec!ed.
5) Multicollinearitv Test bv Auxi]i~
Remssion test
Dep Var (j): Dependentvariable used for the auxiliary regression.
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Section 2-2, the conclusion is that collinearity may present.but the ~
sors (Dep Var) are not a linear function or a linear function of other regressors.
V. SoME IMPLICATIONS OF THE EcONOMETRIC ANALYSIS

4.1. Functional Form.
One of the major findings of this paper deals with the functional form for
the dependent variable. It is not surprising that income plays the most
important role in explaining differences in health care expenditures across
countries. Therefore, if one specifies health care expenditures as a
dependent variable alone as a function of income, other variables would
not have much room to be a part of the model. Using the ratio of health
care expenditures to national income, one can say something meaningful
concerning the distribution of income between health care and other services.
4.2. The Role of Public Provision
This paper finds that Public Provision (proportional government spending in the health care) plays the strongest role in explaining the difference
in "LEOG" ~
countries, regardless of the type of model employed,

restrictedor unrestricted.Recalltables5 and 6 for the estimated coefficients for LEXR.

Ta~e 12. The estimated coefficient ofLEXR

The empirical results reproducedin table 12 indicate that magnitude
of the net effect of public provision on LEOG is negative.The coefficients
of group 2 countries are higher than those in group I countries. If one
directly interprets dte estimatedcoefficients of the final model specifications (RM2(1) and RM2(2», a one percent increasein the proportion of
public health care spending would lower the portion of aggregatehealth
care expenditure in income by a higher percentage(O.4<JO/oy6
in the relatively higher income countries than in the relatively lower income countries (0.26%). A preliminary interpretationof these resultswould suggest
that government spending on health care is more efficiently allocated
among group 2 countries. That is, government spending crowds out private or householdexpendituresto a larger extent in relatively high income
countries. However, a more in depth and accurateinterpretation is not as
obvious.

llR
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One should ultimately regard health care expendituresas a dynamic
movement. As a country develops, it obtains a higher rate of feedback
from investment on health. In such a case,it would have a proportionately large quantity of leftover funds to spend (invest) on something else.
From this perspective, the relatively lower income countries should
increase government spending on health for the purpose of attaining a
higher rate of feedback in the future investmentsin other sectors.In practice, however, the aggregateexpenditure estimatesindicate that the proportion of private spending in total health expenditure is highest among
the lower income countries (World Bank (1987).
The issueof inefficiency of government spendingagainst individual
spending is not a major concern in the health care market27due to asymmetric information in the market. Furthermore government intervention
in the health care market is more efficient as the economy of country
developsin termsof higherincome(0.49010
> 0.26%).Becausethe level
of efficiency of government spending in health care is increasing as the
economy develops, less income countries should pay more attention to
increasing the public health care expenditure.
4.3. The effectsof the variation on relative health care price.
Table 13 shows the estimatedcoefficients for the relative health care
price (LPHP). Table 13 tells us that LEOG decreasesas LPHP increases.
That is, the responseof the proportion of health care spending in total
income to a rise in the price of care is negative,as one would expect. This
relationship shows that the health care is not only a normal good28but also
an ordinary good.29The effect of a change in the relative health price is
lower in the relatively lower income countries. This means that health
care in group 1 countries is less sensitive to price changesthan in OECD
countries.30Perhapsbecauseof the effect on the margin, health care in
lower income countries is more important, and therefore less price sensitive.

Ta~e 13. The estimatedcoetlicient ofLPHP

26. Since the model is "log-log"fonn. the estimated coefticients are interpreted as the percentagechangeof the dependent variable trom 1% change in the explanatory variable, which is0.49"/. for model. RM2 (2).
27. It is well known that government spending is less efficient than individual spending on
average for the market that has relatively less asymmetric infonnation problem.
28. In footnote 3, it is shown that the income elasticity is pt}Sitive.
29. The definition of ordinary good says that a negative reaction of quantity demanded from a
positive change in the price.
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OrnER IMPLICATIONS

OECD 28 members
Comparing RM1 with Model 2 shows that fee-for-service (LOFO)
financing system for out patient care, population density in urban area
(LPUR), tobacco consumption (LTOP), alcohol consumption (LACL)
and education (LEON) do not have, at least statistically, significant roles
in explaining LEOG We can attempt to explain these results.
First, it is well known that most in-care patients have to visit a hospital regardless of the magnitude of certain fees, while the less severe
health problems that allow for treatment t.«;>
be deferred when fees are large
are conceivably less expensive, accounting for a smaller port;on of overall health expenditures. In regards to population density, the majority of
OECO countries are already urbanized to similar degrees. Thus the variation of PUR may not have a significant role in explaining LEOG Final1y,
while tobacco and alcohol consumption would have negative indirect
effects on health, they might not have any noticeable direct impact on
LEOG
The relatively lower income countries (Group 1)
According to the results of table 6, overal1 income, relative price level,
the number of physicians, proportion of government expenditure in overal1 spending and elderly people affect the portion of health care spending
in income. However, a fIXed-Sum al1ocation to hospital care and female
labour participation ratio do not display significant roles in the model
RM2(1).
The more income people earn the more likely people distribute
income on health in relative lower income countries. A negative sign of
LPHP demonstrates the price sensitive behavior of patients. LDOC shows
a positive effect on LEOG This may be seen as evidence of supplierinduced demand to exist in lower income countries. The significance of
the Elderly variable shows that they can be expected to consume more
health care.
The relatively higher income colmtries (Group 2)
By comparing models between RMI (2) and RM2 (2), income
(LGOP) and the aging population (LLP65) do not play important roles in
explaining the difference in the portion of income spent on health care,
"LEOG". Income in particular appears insignificant. Perhaps it is because
these countries are already endowed with such high income that income
is not statistically significant. Specifically, I would think that: because
incomes are higher in those countries and in excess of basic needs, a rise
in income does not necessarily affect household decisions to pursue additional care.
30. For the relatively higher income countries, the estimated coefficient for PHP is insignifi.
cant. Thus the analysis is not comparing \\1th the figure of PHP tor group 2 countries.
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The role of the aging population in the model RM2 (2) can perhaps
best be explained as follows: Most of the higher income countries have a
higher portion of the aging population, and perhapsthis insignificant magnitude occurs simply becausepeople are better able to take care of their
health as income rises.
The relative price shows a negative relationship with a higher elasticity when compared to lower income countries (RM2(2): 0.041% >
RM2(1):0.038%, table 14). This may also indicate that higher income
countries have a lower inefficiency due to asymmetric information when
comparedto the lower income countries. The informal care (LLFP) variable, where mom stays at home, has a significant and negative role in
explaining LEOG. This may be evidence in favor of mom's supporting
role in raising children for health. The magnitude of "doctor density" is
somewhat higher (0.31%) in group 2 than in group 1 (0.25%). This may
imply that there is a somewhat higher possibility for supplier-induceddemand in group 2 countries.
Overall for group2 countries the relative price level, Doctor density,
public health care expenditure, the Global budget finance system and
informal health care playa significant role in explaining the difference of
the portion of income spent in health care, "LEOG".
AN

IMPLICAllON

ON PRIVATE HEALTH CARE IN CANADA

Comparison of Model RMl(2) and RM2(2) shows that LEXR and
LDGH are statistically significant for the relatively higher income countries (LEXR is significant for group 1 countries). These results may suggest some important policy implications. The figures ofLEXR and DGH
variablescan be virtually changed.almost instantaneously,by the government fmancing policy maker. The signs are all negative. More government spendingin the health care and a dominant fIXed-sumbudget financing system brings efficiency to the relatively higher income countries in
tenus of personalincome distribution (LEOG). Peoplecan have a higher
portion of their income to spend (invest) for something else. Recently
politicians in Canada are looking towards contracting out some health
services to private providers. It seemsthat the focus is on reducing government spending on the health care but the health authority also maintains that this step will improve efficiency in the health care market.
As table 14 shows, Canadahas had the lowest average growth rate
in per capita health care spending (3.96/0)for the last 10 years compared
to three other high-income countries. If one takesa certain level of national health as given and desirable,contracting out hospital service for overnight patients to save some of government's own spending may not be
efficient according to recent report from New Zealand and UK. New
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"g" is defined as the instantaneousgrowth rate3! since the expendimre is a flow variable.
The nwnbers are expressedin monetary units (PPP). Data is from OECD Health Data CD
2<XX>.

Zealand and the UK have attemtedsuch refonns over the past decade.In
July 1991New Zealand introduced a concept for separatingthe providers
and purchasersof health care service (philippa (1993)) to improve the
efficiency, to contain expenditures and to reduce the waiting list.
According to a recent debate for the change,32the transaction costs and
waiting lists have actually been increased.33 The competition to improve
the efficiency did not yeild any significant results.The unit costsfor some
of the health serviceshas dropped, but the averagelength of patients' stay
in bed has increased.This failure may be due to not considering "the cost
and price and the number of patients"simultaneously.
The above example clearly shows that the health authority needs to
place more attention on how exactly the money has been spent within
eachof the health care spendingcategoriesbefore drawing any more conclusions asto who the most efficient providers might be. For instance,one
can ask the questions"Is there any way to maintain the current health care
system (publicly purchasedand provided)?" and "Have I fully reviewed
all national health care spendingfrom one category to anothercategory?"
in order to get a senseof how funds might be more efficiently distributed.
This should be done before engaging in vast reforms basedon the blind
assumptionthat an efficient health care market is entirely detennined by
the sourceof financing.
VI. CoNCLUSION

This study investigateshow countries can becomebetter off in terms
of health care given a certain level of income. The final model specification chosento examine the many potential influences on the efficieny of
31. Instantaneous growth rate: Yl998

= Yl989

Xell, where t=IO and Y=the expenditure, thus

g(average)=(ln(YI998) -1n(Yl989))/10.
32. Nancy Devlin, senior lecturer (U of Otago, PO BOX 56, Dunedin, New Zealand), Alan
Maynard Professor of health Economics (York Health Policy Group, Department of Health
Studies, University of York), Nicholas Mays, "New Zealand's new health sector reforms: back
to the future". Online mimeograph. <Adviser.www.bmj.com/cgi/content/fulI/3Z2n295/1171>
33. This increase in waiting list worsen the accessibility in the five principles of Canada
Health Act, universal, comprehensive, portable, accessible and publicly administered.
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the health care market shows that income, the relative price level, the
number of doctors, government spending, Global budget system for the
hospital care, aging population and female labour paticipation are all statistically significant for the 28 OECO countries examined. The final
model specification also shows that "the financing systems (LEXR,
DGH)" and the informal care (LLFP) are not statistically significant for
the lower income countries, while they are significant for the other countries, and "income (LGOP)" and "aging population (LLP65)" are not significant for either
. group.
The signs of the coefficients are the same regardless of models
employed (restricted or unrestricted); for instance,the sign for "LEXR,"
the ratio of government expenditure on health care to total expenditureon
per capita health care, remains negative.We also fmd that this variable has
the highest elasticity among all explanatory variables. It has been mentioned that in the health care market some form of government involvement is necessary.Especially when there is a higher level of government
contribution in financing, the model indicatesa higher level of efficiency.
It is concluded that governments should look at sub categoriesin health
care spending, such as the spending trend of Drugs Expenditure, before
any attempt is made to reduce overall government spending.
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APPENDIX I: SouRCES OF DATA.

Term

Year

Source

Dependent
Variables

FACIURS

D..t:MtNTS
EXT lOOP
I The Expenditure

EOG
EXT

1996
1996

DECD Hea th
ta 000
DECD Health OOta2000

Direct
Variables

.-ncome
Relative Price

GDP
PHP

1996
1996

- - - - dt:alth {ifta :....

~
DFO
DOH

1996

OECO Health <Bta 2000

Closed

~cio-

Eonomic
Variables

sy~~

Age ~tlB"efemale LaoolU'
Ipop Density
'TotXlcco
IAlcohol
IE~atjon

I~~en"
Variables

OEm

Capitar~.tion
t::mployment

LTE
LTP
EMP

1996
1996
1996
1992
90-2
1993
1992
1996.
1995
1995
1995

lneahh<Bta

provisiondeWless

1994

c ors
~Open-en
ubliC

DECO Health <Bta 2000
Nea"fiT1wta 2000
OE~D Health data 2000
WORLD DAT A 19942
Web site (WHO)3
OECD Health data 2000
UNE~04
-' gai15"iiCSi
OECD Health data 2000
OECD Health data 2000
IFSS
'

Statistics!: OECD, "Pun:basing IX>werparilies for final (health care) expenditure

on GDP in national CUn'enciesper US dollar (OEC!)=I)". table 2 in OECD "Purchasing
Power Parities and Real Expenditures", 1999.
WORLD DATA 1994l: World Data 1994: World Bank indicatm on CD ROM
Web site IWHO)3: World Health Organization, This document is discovered &om the following web site httpJ/www.who.int/an:hives/tobalen/pr96i fulltext.html. rYe confmned
that this document is originated by WHO through E-Mail: library@!who.int
UNESC():i~ www.unesco.org
~:
"International Financial Statistics 2001". International Monetary FuIxI V. Uti, 2fXX),
Classfication Code: 67r, note that the unemployment rate for Switzerland is from
"Datastream", code: swunratef, "BI~ Sky Software". Datastream International Limited.
Monmouth House, 58-64, City Road
Notes: "OECD Statistic" is a crucial data for this analysis. It contains the relative price
level for health care good. Price level is a necessarycornJX>nentin explaming the expenditure.
APPENDIX 2: DATA SET 1
D stands for variable.DFO.
G stands fCX'variable. DGH
DOC: Belgium=3.4 (1995).

~:
Netherlands=2.7 (2.~1991)+O.I).
DFO aJxiDGH (~
Variables)ale anaJyzatfrom "HealthSystem".DECO Health
Data

2<XX>.

ACL: Belgium=12.~ 1993).Greece=I O.8(1994).Hungary=12.9( 1994).
luxembowr I S.3(1994).
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Year

I

9ft

EXJ-

Cooolries

917

C'zecbRep.
Denmark
Finland
France
(:.,rmany
<leece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Japan

96

'If)

CDP

PHP

13026 4.7

P6S
11.8
14.6
15.9
12.1

LfP

PUR ACt: TOP EON

32.3
30.1
25.8
34.1

85.3
59.3
%.4
76.4

I~\$
if
';5

25
34.5
25
30

93.91

32.3

7S

U.5

)1

12.6

IS

1486 19408 5.52
2019 20731 5.37
2288 21S70 1.78
111413367146
662 9229 32.9
1915 23528 45.5
13~3 185280.548
1691 20846 1324

2.8
2.9
3.4
4
3.1
3.1
2.1
5.5

I
I
0
I
I
I
I
I

1699 23946 97

1.8 78.62 1 0

I

Switzerland
Tney
U.K.
USA

G
1
0
0
1

I

New Zealano 1267 17272
Nor-.ay
I 2042 2~471
Poland
:
473 7339
1090 14117
Portugal
1119 1~836
~ain
171. 19726
~n
2549
227

1.2
9.16
0.94
124
119
9.26

75.S6
76.42
77.S
58.73
80
84
71.67
70.52

I
0
I
I
I
0
0
I
0

~,

3.2
2.8\
3.06
6.16
1.1)

36.S 85..1 It.1)1

14.2 34.7
15.4 30.2
IS.3 30.1
16.423.5
14.1 25.8
11.4 39.4
11.3 24.9
16.4 21.9
14.7 31.2

3..It

60
72.7
8S.7
63.S
65.6
91.2
57.6
70.7

1A
~3
16.2 .33.5
11.3 29.2
11.2.37
13 3~.5
4.5
29.5
11.1 28.5
10.2
32

J.73
3.4
2.62
2.9
1.14
2.17
3.05
2.84

77.5

1.8

36.9 2.71
29
26.4

2.9
1.6

91.82 I
58.23 0

.1).8 2)..) .,

IS.3

4.4

20.7 7).7

S.2

2.7

74.19 0

tu

29.4

2:(

77.47
83.16
73.93
63..38
78.86
8~'.2

0
0
0
I
0
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

11.4
IS.7
11.2
15
IS.3
17.1..

35

85

12.S 23

4.16

36.6
30.S
33.2
2~.6
37.6

7S.8
62.6
34.7
79.S
84.;}

4.6
8.4
10.4
12
6.2

36.5
40
26.5
36.S
23

3.88
1.61
1.88
3.S1
2.S7

0
0
1
0

14.4
S.3
IS.8
12.S

34..

62.8

12;1

31
43.S
27
2S.8

2.13
I.SS
2.63
S.68

u
2.*
3

~
~.I

25\60

2.04

1.8

72.06

I

5999

34.9

\.\

68.59

I

1410 20052 0.509
3855 27975 \.\77

92

£XI
F
66.48 1
74.38 I
88.61 I
72.13 I

0

.6

90-2

96

2.9 82.0) /)

1931 21914

2.9

96 96

2006 24222 7.48

Luxemoourg
Mexieo
Netherlan<k

DOC
2.5
2.8
3.4
2.1

94

\.6

84.83 0

2.6

43.83

1

88.7

16.S 64.2
89
))~
35.1 7S.7

325

ct.",
c'
~:Z
1!6

0.6\
\.S3
'"

3.M

,

ApPENDIX 5: INPUT COMMANDS FOR SHAZAM SOFIWARE
read (A:\SEJ-DATA. TXT) EXT GDP PHP DOC EXR DFO DGH P65 LFP PUR &
ACL TOP EDN LTP LTE GFC EMP XEC XGCjskip~25
sort GDP EXT PHP DOC EXR DFO DGH P65 LFP PUR ACL TOP EDN LTP LTE GFC EMP
XEC XGC
genr EOG=EXT/GDP
genr LEOG=LOG(EOG)
genr lext=log(ext)
genr Igdp=log(gdp)
genT Iphp=1og(php)
genTldoc=log(doc)
genTlexr=log(exr)
genT1p65=log(p(i5)
genT 1IfjJ=IOg(lfp)
gent IPUFlog(pur)
genr lacl=log(acl)
genr ltop=log(top)
genTledn=log(eckI)
genT 1Itp=log(ltp)
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genr IhFlog(he)
genrlgfc=~)
genr .iemp=log(emp)
genr 1xec=1og(x«)
geN blgc-Iog(XgI:)
. COMPARISON
...
;
OF INCOME
,'
ELAS1l0TY
.venion

. ~"Total

.

HealthCale ~iture

Bff
' PPP convenion ar.t EXCHANGE RATE con

per 1IeIKJ"
00 "GDPperheacf'

iI¥:OOIeelBicity-PPP conversm-all CXIImIries

.wnp1 I 28
~
LGOP LEXT LPHP LOOC LEXR DFO DGH LI'6S LUP LPUR LACL LffiP LFDN &;
LLTP LLTE LOFC LEMP LXEC LXOC

.siratos-variIbIes
- .-.

daIa 5InI1d

be SIX1cd by tos-v8i.I)ies

~

by value itself.

?OLS LEXT LODP
TEST LCiDP
. iJK:Omeelasticity-PPP conversion-dle ~latively lower income C<XD1bies
SAMPl,1 14
?OLS LEXT LGDP
TESTLCiOP
income elasticity-PPP convenion-the relatively higher income countries

.
.

SAMPL 1528
?OLS LEXT LGDP
TEST LGDP
income elasticity-F-X conversion-all countries
san1'i 1 28
sort LXOC LGDP tEXT LPHP LDOC LEXR DFO DGH LI'6S LtFP LPUR LACL LTOP &;
tEON LlTP LLTE tGFC LEMP LXEC
?OLSLXECLXGC
TEST LXGC
Qnxne e~ity-EX
conversioo-the ~latively kJwer irx:ome cowIIries

.

SAMPL I 14
?OLS LXEC LXOC
TEST LXOC
i~
elasticity-EX conversioo-the ~latively higher income \."Olmtries

.
.

SAMPL IS 28
?OLS LXEC LXOC
TEST LXOC
~
~
is in income(PPP) cx'der
sampll 28
~
GDP EXT PHP DOC EXR DFO DGH 1'65 LFP PUR ACt TOP EDN LTP LTE GFC EMP
XEC XGC
~
LGOP LEXT LPHP LOOC LEXR DFO DGH LI'6S LLFP U'UR LACL LTOP LEON
LLTP LLTE LOFC LEMP LXEC LXOC

.

FUNC1lONAL

sarnplI 28
'~kinnoo's
.stan

with

FORM TEST BY MACKINNON'S

MEffiOD

bit log and linear

method

Lincar

mtxfel

?ols EOG GDP PHP DOC EXR DFO DGH 1'65 LFP PUR ACt ffiP EDN/~hMli
genr kJyhat=loBty~li)
.estimate kJg ~I
?ols LEOG LGOP LPHP LDOC LEXR DFO DGH Li'6S LLFP LPUR LACt lTOP lEDNl1ogiog

~ict=yhado

DO&' lNlERVENTIONMAKE HE.4Llli CARE/NEFFICIENI?
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sampII 28

.

Ho is kJgIos. H I is Box-Cox

?oIs LEOG LGOP U'HP LDOC LEXR OfO DGH LP6S LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEONlk1lkJl
genlll~llf
?txJx EOG GOP PHP DOC EXR DFO DGH P6S LFP PUR ACL TOP EON/all
gcnll1fun=$1lf
F"I LR-2.(lIfI.81-11m)
!Wi" LR
. Ho is linear. H I is Box-Cox
1015EOG GDP PHP DOC EXR OFO DGH P6S LFP PUR ACt ~
gent II~Sllf
gent LR=2.(lIfI.81-lIm)
printLR

. MULTICOLLINEARfrY

TEST (BY AUXILIARY

~

REGRESSION TESn

sampll 28
0Is LEOG LGDP LPHP LDOC LEn OFO DGH LP6S LLFP LPUR I.ACL LffiP LEDN/~r
015LEOG LGDP LPHP LOOC LEXR DGH LP6S LLFP/auxrs(jr

~114
oIs LEOG LGDPLPHPLDOC LEXR OOH LP6SLLFP/auxnqr
sampll S 28
1MLEOG LGOPLPHPLDOC LEXR DGH LP6SLLFP/8IIXncp'
sarnpil 14
015LEOG LGDP LPHPLDOC LEXR LP6S/auxrsqr
SImp/IS 28
ols LEOG LPHPLDOC'LEXR DGH LLFP/~r

.

HETEROSKEDASTICITY

BY BP AND BPL for I 28 (all variables)

.

sampll 28

GeneralHET lest

1015LEOG LOOP LPHP LDOC LEXR DfO DGH lP6S LLFP LP1JR LACL LffiP LEON
diagnoslhet
. BP IeSI fcr HET 00 GDP
1015LEOG LGOP LPHP LDOC: LEXR DfO DGH LP6S LLFP LPUR LACL LffiP &.
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LEON/resid=E predict'"yhat dn
genr Eq=E**2
* BP test for HET on GOP
?ols LEOG LGOP LPliP LOOC LEXR OFO DGH LP65 LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEON &
1n:sid=E pn:dkt=yhat dn
genr Eq=E**2
* Ols ignoring any HET : sig2"=5lun of e2"/(n-k) here divided by n not n-k
gem g=Eq(Ssig2
***ON LGOP
?ols g LGOP
gen I ssr=$ssr
gen I BPGOP---!;Sr/2
print BPGOP
* Reject "HET not related to income" ifBPGOP> chi(I)=3.84 at 95%
* On other variables, test can be 00ne by replacing "LGOP" with other variables (ex) LPHP.
* BPK test for HET on GOP
.
?015LEOG LGOP LPHP LOOC LEXR OFO DGH LP65 LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEON &
Iresid=E dn
genr EQ=E**2
1015Eq LGOP
genl BPKGOP=$n*Sr2
prim BPKGOP
* Reject Ho if BPKGOP > chi(I)=3.84
* BPK test on other variables can be done by replacing LGOP in "?ols Eq LGOP" with the
* variable that you suspect (ex)LPHP)
* if more than one variab1es,it can be done as follow
?ols Eq 1p65LLFP LACL LTOP LEON
gent BPK=$n.$r2
printBPK
****.*********.*...****.*******.***.**.*.***...*.*******.**..****..*********.***

. NORMALITY

TEST: )arque-Bera LM test

sampl I 28
ols LEOG LOOP LPHP LDOC
ols EOG OOP PHP DOC EXR
salnpl I 28
ols LEOG LOOP LPHP LDOC
sampl 1 14
ols LEOG LOOP LPHP LDOC

,*****.******.*...*.

LEXR OFO DOH LP65 LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEON /LM
OFO DOH P65 LFP PUR ACt TOP EON/LM
LEXR DOH LP65 ILM
LEXR DOH LP65 /LM

sampl1528
ols LEOG LOOP LPHP LDOC LEXR DOH LP65 /LM
salnpll 14
ols LEOG LOOP LPHP LDOC LEXR LP65/LM
sampl1528
ols LEOG LPHP LDOC LEXR DOH LLFP/LM

.

Model specification tests for ~h

model by RESET

SAMPL 1 28
101sLEOG LOOP LPHP LDOC LEXR OFO DOH LP65 LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEON
diagnos/resel
salnpll 28
10ls LEOG LOOP LPHP LDOC LEXR DOH LP65 LLFP
diagoosireset
sampll 14
?ols LEOG LOOP LPHP LDOC LEXR DOH LP65 LLFP
diagnos/resel

,***

00&' lN1F.RVENTION
MAKE HEALlli CARElNEFF/ClENT!
S8npIIS 28
10ls LEOO LGDP LPHP LDOC LEXR DGH LP6S LLFP
djagr-'~
~114
1015LEOO LGDP LPHP LDOC LEXR LP6S
diagJx'lS/~
S8npi 1S 28
?015LEOG LPHP LDOC LEXR DGH LLFP
d~~-

-

. HAUSMAN

- ~- - TEST FOR ENDOG FOR mE VARIABLE "GDr

BY USING AN INSTRUMENT

.VAR "LOFC LLTEH
.WALD

1aI(=t-lest

usi~ LGDP

sqII8recI};

S81Ip!I~

;..~

,

?ob LGDP LPHP LDOC LEXR DFO DGH LP6S LLFP LPUR LACL L~
LEDN
LGFC LLTFJPREDICT:GHAT RESTI>=EHAT
?OLS LEOG LGDP LPHP LDOC LEXR DFO DGH LP6S LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEDN EHAT
TEST EHAT~

.WALD

tesI(=t-test

~lacing

squared):

~~.~~~

~

LGDP by LGDP"

,~-~~~~~~~~-

?ols LGDP LPHP LDOC LEXR DFO DGH LP6S LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEDN
LGFC LLTfJPREDICT:GHAT
RESTI>=EHAT
?OLS LEOG GHAT LPHP LDOC LEXR DFO DGH LP6,SLLFP LPUR LACL LTOPLEDN EHAT
TEST EHAT~
~~~---~

.Hausman

Test-all-on

the coetf

?OLS LEOG LGDP LPHP LDOC LEXR DFO DGH LP6S LLFP LPUR LACL
LTOPLEDN/~HO
cov=CVO
genl SIGO=$sig2
?INSTLEOG LGDP LPHPLDOC LEXR DFO DGH LP6SU.FP LPUR LACLL TOP LEON a.
(LPHP L~
LEXR DFO DGH LP6S LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEDN LGFC LLTE)
/coeft'=BHIcov=CVI
genl SIGI~Ssig2
m8Irix H"'(BHO-BHlYINV(CVI-cYO).(BHO-BHI)
print H
.Hausman

Test-all-on

the coetTand

the COy

mMrix Hadj=( BHO-BHJr IN V(CVI-i (SIGlISIGO).CVO) ).(BHo.BHI)
print Hooj
. Ho LOOP is NOT contemporareously correlated \\idt C'mJrtenn
~
word : .10: [ plim ~IV)
Plim lX!Ia~oIs)=OJ
Do noI ~ject Ho ifH < chi(IF3.84 at 5%
This means, the~ is not enough evidence for endogenity on LGDP variable

..

-

.

.Hausman ~-onJy

~

var-on the coetT

grnl BHOY~BHO:l
genl BHIY=BHI:I
matrix CYOY~V(XI.I)
matrix CVIYc=CVI( I, I)
gcn I HY'=«BHOY-BHlY)..2)1(CVJY.cvOY)
IXint HY
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Test-ooly suspected var-on the coeff and the COy

goo I HY A~(BHOY -BHlY)..2)'(CVIY-(SIGI/SIGO).CVOY)
print HY A

. Other
endogeniety
tests
can

be done by replacing

the variables with other suspected vars

. such as LGFC and LLTP...
.Choosing

a model by F-test

sampil 28
?ols LEOG LGDP LPHP LDOC LEXR DfO DGH LP65 LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEDN/hetcov
gen I sseu--$sse
?oIs LEOG LGDP LPHP LDOC LEXR DGH LP65 LLFP/hetrov
gen I sser=Ssse
gent f"{(sser~Y5)/(sseu/15)
printf
?ols LEOG LGDP LPHP LDOC LEXR DFO DGH LP65 LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEDN/hetcov
test
TEST DFO=O
TEST LPUR~
TESTLACL=O
TESTLTOP=O
TEST LEDN=O

END
sample I 14
?ols LEOG LGDP LPHP LDOC LEXR DGH LP65 LLFP/I'et£ov
test
test DG H =0
test LLFP=O

end
?ols LEOG LGDP LPHP LOOC LEXR DfO DGH LP6S LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEDN/hetrov
test
TEST DFO=O
TEST
TEST
TEST
TEST

LPUR=O
LACL=O
LTOP=O
LEDN=O

test DGH=O
test LLFP=O

end
sample 1528
?ols LEOG LGDP LPHP LOOC LEXR DGH LP65 LLFP/hetcov
test
test Igdp=O
testlp65=O
end
'?ols LEOG LGDP LPHP LDOC LEXR DFO DGH LP65 LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEDN/hetcov
test
TEST DFO=O
TEST LPUR=O
TEST LACL=O
TEST LTOP=O
TEST LEDN~
TEST LGDP=O
TEST LP65=Q
END

.

CHOOSING A MODEL by LR

DOES' INTER VENTI 0 N MAKE HEAL m CARE INEF F I CI £NT!
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sampl 1 28
70ls LEOG LGDP LPHP LOOC LEXR DGH LP6S LLFP/\og1og
gen 1 1lfre=$llf
?OLS LEOG LGDP LPHP LOOC LEXR DFO DGH LP6S LLFP LPUR LACL LTpP LEDN/loglog
gen 1 Ilfun=$llf
genl LR=2*(Ilfun-llfte)
print L R
sample 1 14
701sLEOG LGDP LPHP LOOC LEXR LP6S/IogkJg
genl Ufre=$llf
70ls LEOG LGDP LPHP LOOC LEXR DGH LP6S LLFP/logIog
genl 1lfun=$Uf
genl LR=2*<.Ilfim-Ufte)

print LR

.

Final ols results

sampl I 28
OLS LEOG LOOP LPHP LOOC LEXR OFO DOH LP65 LLFP LPUR LACL LTOP LEON/hetcov
sampll 28
ols LEOG LOOP LPHP
sample I 14
ols LEOG LOOP LPHP
sampie 15 28
015LEOG LOOP LPHP
sampl I 14
ols LEOG LOOP LPHP

LDOC LEXR DOH LP65 LLFP /l1et£ov
LOOC LEXR DOH LP65 LLFPihetcov
LDOC LEXR DOH LP65 LLFPihetcov
LOOC LEXR LP65/betcov

sampl1528
ols LEOG LPHPLDOC LEXR DGH LLfPItk'ICOv
STOP

.

All OIber test input Ct)lnme,wjsare avai lable on t~ SPJ web site

